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This report pertains to technology for a highly directional car “horn” that emits a focused
sonic beam, of prerecorded predetermined speech and audio icons, in known direction to
a pedestrian 20 meters away at a loud conversational speech level: 70dB SPL. To simplify
comparison of audio and ultrasonic techniques, beam steering is unidirectional throughout.

1 Maximal directivity at audio frequencies

Principal properties of directivity for speaker arrays:

1) directivity at lower frequencies requires larger aperture (speaker array length)

2) directivity at higher frequencies requires closer spacing of individual speakers

3) focus decreases (beamwidth increases) as frequency decreases.1
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Figure 1: These measurements by John Meyer [7] are representative of the best directivity
that can ever be achieved by an audio-frequency array. Acoustic sinusoidal emissions are
from a 2m audio array of 32 omnidirectional speakers spaced 6.25cm apart. 2m aperture
supports directivity for frequencies above c/( 1

2
2)≤ 340Hz; below which, array becomes

omnidirectional. Spacing supports frequencies below 2720Hz≤c/(2 2

32
). Orthogonal lobe

causes directivity loss at 4kHz; intense angular sidelobes appear at higher frequencies.

aperture, spacing, focus

A key to understanding directivity is array aperture which is approximately the same as
array length. [8, §1] Bandwidth fmin to fmax of maximally directional audio for an ordinary
array is bounded empirically (Figure 1): given speed of (ultra)sound c≈ 340m/s in free
field air at sea level,

c
1
2
aperture

≤ fmin ≤ fmax ≤
c

2 spacing
(1)

1[10, fig.2] frequency in Hz [cycles/s] is denoted f while wavelength in meters is λ=c/f .
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Aperture should be at least twice the largest wavelength to be collimated. Speaker spacing

should be at most half the smallest wavelength.2 As illustrated by Figure 5 in Appendix A,

� focus can’t be maintained by an ordinary loudspeaker array when frequency changes

because focus is frequency dependent and audible sound comprises sinusoidal frequencies
below 20kHz.

Example. Audio frequency loudspeaker array mounted on vehicle.

Assume a physically linear 32-element baffled wideband piezoelectric speaker
array spanning Å=2m vehicle width evenly spaced at ∆= 2

32
=6.25cm. (To

prevent ground reflection, hence beam disruption, the array must be mounted
as high up on the car body as possible. [5]) Then maximal directivity (1) for
this loudspeaker array can be achieved only for part of the speech bandwidth

c
1
2
Å

≤ 340Hz ≤ 2720Hz ≤
c

2∆
(2)

because the lowest sinusoidal frequency in speech is about 100Hz, the highest
is about 8kHz.3 Frequencies outside the range 340Hz-2720Hz are emitted, for
the most part, in all directions.

2 Ultrasonic technique

self demodulating

We are all familiar with analog communications theory because of its success in long range
transmission, of speech and music, by means of radio-frequency (MHz) carrier sinusoid.
The most prevalent forms of carrier modulation are AM (amplitude modulation) and FM
(frequency modulation). It turns out that AM is self demodulating4 (generates audio) in
air when carrier frequency is ultrasonic (20kHz-100kHz).5 [9, §1.1]

directivity

The best ultrasonic array can produce audio frequencies in a range 200Hz-20kHz (3dB
bandwidth), when demodulated by air, that exceeds car radio bandwidths from the
’60s and ’70s. (Figure 2) Maximal-directivity 200Hz-20kHz bandwidth is attainable with
proper output level, equalization, and surface area [11]. (Figure 4) Ultrasonic directivity
over this frequency range can be achieved by a device having 23cm aperture [2]. (Figure 3)
To achieve the same performance from a regular audio array would necessitate

c
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Å

≤ 200Hz ≤ 20kHz ≤
c

2∆
(3)

an aperture Å=3.4m and speaker spacing ∆=0.85cm. This means that effective

aperture of an ultrasonic array is far greater than actual array length; superior horizontal
focus is obtained from an ultrasonic array measuring only tens of centimeters in length.

focus dynamics

Transmission of one audible sinusoid, via ultrasonic carrier, actually requires acoustic
emission of many sinusoidal sidebands to compensate for nonlinearity in compression &
rarefaction (expansion) of air. [3, fig.8] [4] [9, §1.2]

2 per Shannon/Nyquist spatial sampling theory.
3From telephony, adoption of a 4kHz bandwidth is known to smear plosives temporally and make the

spoken sound t nearly indistinguishable from d.
4There is no need for a second ultrasonic tone as in heterodyne demodulation.
5Standard audio test gear operates over this range for signal generation and analysis. An ultrasound

sinusoidal carrier is typically chosen in the vicinity of 50kHz because there is a break there in slope of
sound absorption by air versus frequency (which is otherwise nearly linear when plotted in dB). [1] [6]
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Figure 2: Measured Acouspade ultrasonic speaker demodulated audio frequency response.
This illustrates that full frequency-range speech (especially low frequencies near 100Hz)
can be emitted by an ultrasonic speaker having 23cm aperture. Flat frequency response
of prerecorded predetermined audio can be achieved by proper equalization.

Figure 3: 30cm & 60cm Holosonics Audio Spotlight compared to 23cm Acouspade array
emitting demodulated 500Hz, 1kHz, 4kHz sinusoid at 1m. Unlike a regular audio-frequency
array, focus is independent of emitted frequency. (Measurements by Joanneum Research)
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Figure 4: Acoustic free field measurements of 60cm Holosonics Audio Spotlight ultrasonic
array emitting demodulated 630Hz, 1kHz, & 2.5kHz sinusoid. Focus exceeds the best audio
array having 3.3 times larger aperture in Figure 1. (Measurements by Joseph Pompei)
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Example. Sidebands of amplitude modulation (AM).
To transmit one 200Hz (audio frequency) sinusoid, by ideal double sideband
AM of an ultrasonic 60kHz carrier, requires emission of the carrier sinusoid
at 60,000Hz and two sidebands at 59,800Hz and 60,200Hz. In practice,
self demodulation creates distortion caused by air nonlinearity that can be
precompensated by digital signal processing (DSP) and cancelled by emission
of additional sidebands; namely, harmonics ±400Hz, ±600Hz, ±800Hz, etc.
centered about the carrier. [9, fig.1]

It is the ratio of highest to lowest frequency emitted that quantifies how focus (beamwidth)
will change. Even though many ultrasonic sinusoids need be emitted, the largest ratio of
frequencies is still far less than that required by a regular audio-frequency speaker array:

� focus variation over frequency is orders of magnitude less, for ultrasonics, since
ratio of frequencies emitted is only 5:1 (100kHz/20kHz) in worst case by design of
double sideband AM6 versus 1000:1 (20kHz/20Hz) for an audio array. (see Figure 5)

Independent ultrasonic measurements in Figure 3 verify that there is little focus variation
with frequency.

focus dynamics of speech

Speech spectra are nonstationary, containing many harmonic sinusoidal frequencies with
interspersed consonant wideband noise. But any speech signal is highly collimated when
emitted via ultrasonic carrier; its entire focus sharp (narrow) and unwavering over time.

For a regular audio-frequency array, on the other hand, focus can be wide (Appendix A)
and time varying; which are undesirable characteristics. This means, for emission of speech
by audio-frequency array, part of its spectrum will be pseudorandomly smeared spatially
as time progresses; literally, part of the spectrum will be all over the place.7

3 Players

Ultrasonic audio arrays are more commonly known as parametric speakers. There are three
main Industrial proponents in the US, a few in Asia, and Acouspade in Slovenia. Two US
players are known as Holosonics and Hypersound. Each company implements distinctly
different DSP for generating audible sound via ultrasonic carrier. Tradeoffs to each
involve acceptable levels of distortion versus generated power and audio bandwidth (chiefly
bass response). Asian devices are high distortion and low bandwidth. Hypersound has
developed electrostatic ultrasonic speaker technology whereas Holosonics relies on its own
customized piezoelectric transducers. Hypersound devices have lower perceived distortion
than their chief rival Holosonics who delivers higher bandwidth. Acouspade offers better
focus than Holosonics. DSP techniques specific to Hypersound implementation detail are
in the public domain, having been published in technical journals under pseudonym. [4]

4 Design goals

� 70dB SPL speech and audio icons at 20 meters

Ultrasonic transducer loudness doubles (+6dB) every three years because of advances in
technology. Loudness increases as surface area increases:

� horizontal directivity

Array shape may stretch to vehicle width since only horizontal directivity is important to
this application. Loudness can also be increased by raising bass cutoff frequency.

� beam steering by phased or translational Fourier array

� weather and wind proofing

6 or 5:3 (100kHz/60kHz) for single sideband AM that offers even sharper unwavering focus.
7Fundamental frequency, third & fourth formants of adult female vowels, and sibilants will be impacted

particularly by the array in (2).
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Figure 5: Directivity over θ=−90◦ to 90◦ on 100dB scale, parametrized by frequency fp ,
for vehicle-width aperture Å=2m. Focus decreases as frequency decreases. Evidently, an
ultrasonic array (≥20kHz) is practically always focused whereas an audio array is not. At
100Hz, for example, a 2m-aperture audio-frequency array is nearly omnidirectional.
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5 Conclusion

. . . as it seems inevitable that ultrasound must be used rather than regular audio

frequencies, we could probably not just use our current [speaker array] tools

straight out-of-the-box. −Lars-Johan Brännmark, Dirac Research

Implementation of a directional car horn by audio-frequency array is not recommended
because it fails to provide strong directivity and narrow focus. Audio expert John Meyer
and ultrasonics experts Richard Haberkern, Joseph Pompei, Miha Ciglar, and Elwood
Norris concur that a regular audio-frequency array will never achieve sufficiently high
directivity for this application.

Sound emission via ultrasonic carrier clearly holds distinct directivity advantage. The
stated design goals (§4) can be met with refinement of existing ultrasonic technology.
Having achieved them without compromise, the world will have never before experienced
this focused horn technology when it emerges on the streets.

A Appendix

focus mathematics
To demonstrate how array focus varies with frequency, assume an infinitely baffled
physically linear uniform source s having actual aperture Å and flat frequency response
S(f, θ) over combined audio and ultrasonic frequency ranges f ∈ 20Hz-100kHz. Source s
may be regarded as a finite-length array having an infinite number of point-source speakers
spaced infinitesimally apart. At any particular frequency fp , source directivity far-field
response with angle θ may be expressed [11, §E] [10]

S(fp , θ) =
sin

(

πfpÅ sin(θ)/c
)

πfpÅ sin(θ)/c
, |θ| ≤

π

2
(4)

This response is plotted in Figure 5 as a function of direction θ .
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